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Abstract
The debate on accounting truth is an old problem (Brilo¤ , 1979) and
it is at present more and more important in harmonization process, especially involving small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). Their
users’ needs regarding the extents and type of accounting information as
well as the costs of their providing are widely discussed as the arguments
for di¤ erential reporting for SMEs, although there is still more literature
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focusing on …nancial reporting of large enterprises. The standards setters
try to decrease the reporting burden for SMEs, keeping the relevant information for their reports users, while considering harmonization goals in
the same time. In such an attempt, the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) issued an International Financial Reporting Standard
(IFRS) designed for use by small and medium-sized entities (SMEs) the
9th of July 2009, however some national European standard-setters seem
not to be keen to introduce them. The aim of our paper is to analyze,
the attempts and di¢ culties to reach all these goals in the same time and
to implement the IFRS for SMEs, such as drawn by the IASB, in the
European countries. Croatian experiences presented, running from International Accounting Standards (IAS) implementation as obligatory for all
the companies, towards Croatian Financial Reporting Standards (CFRS)
introduction for SMEs, represent an interesting experiment in the European context.

1

INTRODUCTION

Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) represent the sector of real economic power and are the largest employers in Europe (Marchini, 2002; Hutchinson and Ray, 1986; Mc Mahon et al. 1994; Mc Mahon, 1999; Kirby et al. 1998;
Collis and Jarvis, 2000).
International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) issued an International Financial Reporting Standard (IFRS) designed for use SMEs on the 9th of July
2009. The standard is a result of a …ve-year development process with extensive
consultation of SMEs worldwide, however some national European standardsetters seem not to be keen to introduce them, as a legal requirement or, even
as an optional choice for the vast majority of their SMEs.
The aim of our paper is to give an overview across the IASB’s project on IFRS
for SMEs and its re‡ections in Europe, stressing the di¢ culties to implement
the IFRS for SMEs, such as drawn by the IASB, in the European countries
and also to present the Croatian experiences of replacing the international by
national accounting standards for SMEs.
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ARGUMENTS FOR AND AGAINST DIFFERENTIAL REPORTING FOR SMEs

In a debate upon di¤erential reporting and IFRS versus local Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) implementation, Verlee (2005) systemized the arguments for complete harmonization in comparison with di¤erential
local GAAP implementation:
- higher quality (Niskanen et al., 2000; Auer’s, 1996; Ashbaugh and Pincus,
2000; Leuz and Verrecchia, 2000; Ball et al., 2000; Ashbaugh, 1999; D’Arcy,
2000),
- lower cost of capital (Haller, 2002; Cooker and Hayes, 1992; Ballwieser, 1999),
- avoiding the gap between consolidated and individual reporting, practical and
e¢ ciency reasons (Hahn, 2001; Busse von Colbe, 2002),
and the arguments against complete harmonization, particularly considering
SMEs:
- cost of providing data as required by IFRS (Bollen, 1995),
- tax accounting (Guenther and Hussein, 1995 and Lamb et al., 1998; Haler,
2002; Street and Larson, 2004),
- di¤erent user needs (Page, 1984; Barker and Noonan, 1996; Collis and Jarvis,
2000; Paoloni and Demartini, 1997, also Demartini 2006, 2007/; Riistama and
Vehmanen, 2004; Hussey and Hussey, 1997; Chaveau et al., 1996; Friedlob and
Plewa, 1992, Knutson and Wichmann, 1984; Lippitt and Oliver, 1983; McMahon, 2001; Haller, 2002; Chazen and Benson, 1978; Harvey and Walton, 1996;
John and Healeas, 2000);
- compliance with …nancial disclosure regulations (Bollen, 1995; Ingram et al.,
1977; Robert; Ramsay and Sutcli¤e, 1986).
Hagigi (2006, p. 243, 244) summarized pro-s and con-s of di¤erential accounting
measurement and disclosure based on previous studies (Nair and Rittenberg,
1983; Jefcoat and Loudel, 1984; Knutson and Wichmann, 1984; Korn, 1984;
Stanga and Tiller, 1983; Elsea and McConell, 1987). In favour of di¤erential
reporting there are di¤erences in user’s needs, access to internal information,
complexity of transactions and higher costs for small companies relative to their
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bene…ts, while against di¤erent sets of GAAP, there are fear of reducing the
credibility, confusion among the statement users, di¢ culties of de…ning the small
business, the lack of consistency and comparability. Like Di Pietra, R. (2010)
noticed “Within the same European Union (EU) context there are, at least, 4
di¤erent set of rules to prepare …nancial statements. We are facing with a sort
of segmentation of the …nancial statements in respect to the categories to which
a …rm belongs."
Analyzing the need for accounting standards for SMEs (“Little GAAP”), Morris, P. and Campbell, J. (2006, p. 79), concluded: “What is clear from the Big
GAAP-Little GAAP initiatives is that there is a signi…cant demand both in the
US and internationally for an alternative form of GAAP for companies that are
not publicly traded. The factors driving this demand for a second GAAP are:
the needs of users, and the cost of using current GAAP. Moreover, the same
authors (p.81) wonder: “Is it really the needs of the users or is it the dissatisfaction of many accounting practitioners with the complex nature of current
GAAP? When surveyed, it is that group that …nds the greatest “challenge”
to “keep current and up-to-date” with GAAP (American Institute of Certi…ed
Public Accountants - AICPA Comparisons 52-54). We look forward to seeing
continuing activity in both the United States (US) and internationally. We must
always remember, whatever the outcome in this debate, what is important is
that we meet the fundamental objective of accounting and …nancial reporting:
to provide useful information for decision making.”

3

THE IASB’S PROJECT: IFRS FOR SMES.
SOME REMARKS

3.1

THE PROJECT HISTORY

The objective of the IASB project (Delvaille, Ebbers and Saccon, 2004) was
to develop an IFRS expressly designed to meet the …nancial reporting needs of
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entities that (a) do not have public accountability and (b) publish general purpose …nancial statements for external users (Evans, Gebhardt, Hoogendoorn,
Marton, Di Pietra, Mora, Thinggard, Vehmanen and Wagenhofer, 2005). Examples of such external users include owners who are not involved in managing
the business, existing and potential creditors, and credit rating agencies.
In June 2004, the Board issued a Discussion Paper, Preliminary Views on Accounting Standards for Small and Medium-sized Entities, setting out and inviting comments on the Board’s preliminary views on the approach to the project.
One hundred and twenty responses were received.
The responses to the Discussion Paper showed a clear demand for an IFRS for
SMEs and a preference, in many countries, to adopt a global private entity
standard rather than locally or regionally developed standards. Hence, the
Board decided to remain committed to this project and to develop an exposure
draft of an IFRS for SMEs as the next step.
Due to the fact that Discussion Paper did not include proposals for speci…c
…nancial reporting standards for SMEs, the IASB concluded that it needed
further information to assess possible recognition and measurement simpli…cations. Consequently, in 2005, the Board instructed the sta¤ to develop and
publish a questionnaire as a tool to identify issues that should be discussed at
those round-table meetings (Sta¤ Questionnaire on Recognition and Measurement Modi…cations for SMEs).
The responses to the questionnaire were discussed in 2005 and 2006 years and,
…nally, the …nal Exposure Draft (ED) of an IFRS for SMEs was published by
the IASB for comments on 15 February 2007 (Paoloni, 2007).
In the following table 1, the main ED underpinnings will be brie‡y analysed in
order to highlight later on the di¤erent standpoints of the European Financial
Reporting Advisory Group (EFRAG).
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TABLE 1 The Exposure Draft’s basic underpinnings
The size criterion
The Board intends the IFRS for SMEs to be a stand-alone document for a typical private
entity with about 50 employees. The ’50 employees’concept was a guide to the Board in
deciding the content of the standard. It is not intended as a quantified size test for defining a
private entity, though jurisdictions adopting the IFRS for SMEs may add one.
The users’needs and cost-benefit considerations
The Exposure Draft was developed by extracting the fundamental concepts from the IASB
Framework in the light of users' needs and cost-benefit considerations.
The modifications of full IFRS
The modifications are of five broad types based on needs of users of private entities'
financial statements and cost-benefit considerations:
a.

Topics omitted. Examples: Earnings per share, interim financial reporting, and segment
reporting.

b.

Only the simpler option included. Examples: No option to revalue property, equipment,
or intangibles; a cost-depreciation model for investment property unless fair value is
readily available without undue cost or effort; no ‘corridor approach’for actuarial gains
and losses.

c.

Recognition and measurement simplifications. For example, amortise goodwill; expense
all borrowing and research and development (R&D) costs; cost model for associates and
jointly-controlled entities; no available-for-sale or held-to-maturity classes of financial
assets.

d.

Disclosure reductions. Significantly fewer disclosures are required (roughly 300 versus
3,000).

e.

Redrafting in ‘plain English’

To further reduce the burden for SMEs, revisions to the IFRS will be limited to once every
three years.

Source: Authors calculation
Later on the Board received 162 letters on comment on the ED and began its
re-deliberations of the Exposure Draft in March 2008. Furthermore, 116 SMEs
from 20 countries participated in ‘…eld testing’by restating their most recent
annual …nancial statements following the proposals in the ED and reporting to
the Board on any problems encountered.
In March 2009, the Board concluded that the changes made to the ED “are not
of such a nature as to require re-exposure”. Thus, the IASB issued an IFRS
designed for use by SMEs on the 9th of July 2009.
However, due to the fact that the opinion of EFRAG is in‡uencing in considering
a future adoption of IFRS for SMEs by member States of the EU, in the following
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EFRAG basic remarks and objections on the ED will be highlighted, focusing
on the above-mentioned matters:
1. size criterion,
2. users’needs and cost-bene…t considerations,
3. modi…cations of full IFRS.

3.2
3.2.1

THE EFRAG BASIC REMARKS
THE SIZE CRITERION

EFRAG has observed that the label “IFRS for SMEs” quite often creates misunderstandings. The label “SME” is widely used internationally to refer to the
size of entities in general. The scope of the ED, which excludes all entities,
which meet the proposed de…nition for public accountability, did not refer to
size criterion of any kind. Therefore EFRAG recommended that the IASB relabelled this set of standards as “IFRS for NPAE’s” (non publicly accountable
entities). What it was important to notice also, as it regards to the European
context, was that EFRAG believed that the IFRS for SMEs was likely to be
suitable for indeed quite a large range of entities (see Fig. 1).
Large entities, on one side of the spectrum, may at some stage in their development, decide to opt for full IFRS for example in order to be comparable to some
of their competitors who are listed companies and report under IFRS, or because they enter into very sophisticated transactions that, in their view, would
be best accounted for under IFRS, or because some of the users of their …nancial
reporting (banks or rating agencies) require it. Until such circumstances arise,
the IFRS for SMEs is likely to adequately serve their …nancial statement users’
needs.
On the other side of the spectrum, jurisdictions may decide to exempt very
small entities from issuing general purpose …nancial statements, altogether, or to
derive from the IFRS for SMEs a further simpli…ed set of accounting standards
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applicable to micros, that they would publish as their national GAAP for micros.
At this end of the spectrum, such decisions may be made on very stringent
cost/bene…t trade-o¤s.

Listed
Big
Medium
Small
Full IFRS

IFRS for NPAEs
(SMEs)

Local or tax
GAAP

FIGURE 1 The potential scope of IFRS for SMEs in the European context
Source: our synthesis from EFRAG Comment letter to ED
Consequently, the EFRAG believed that the reference to 50 employees should
be eliminated from the basis for conclusions of the ED because:
1. a number of employees is not, in itself, a relevant depiction of business
complexity or of economic signi…cance;
2. 50 employees may vary in signi…cance from one economic environment to
the next.

3.2.2

THE USERS’NEEDS AND COST-BENEFIT CONSIDERATIONS

In its ED basis for conclusions, the IASB acknowledged that users’needs (Page,
1984; Carsberg et al.,1985; Paoloni and Demartini,1997; Dugdale, Hussey and
Jarvis, 1998; Moneva et al.,2000; Demartini et al.,2003; Carsberg et al.,1985) of
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NPAEs were di¤erent from those of users of …nancial statements of publicly accountable entities. The IASB also clearly indicated that these di¤erences needed
to be re‡ected in di¤erent recognition and measurement principles. However
EFRAG believed that these conclusions had not been fully taken into account
in the decisions made by the IASB.
For example, the IASB acknowledged that users of …nancial statements of SMEs
were less interested in value and more interested in how the entity might be able
to meet its obligations when due. However the IASB very quickly asserted that
in particular no change in either recognition or measurement was required in
order to …t these di¤erences in user needs.
As a consequence, EFRAG recommended that a further analysis should be
conducted and more changes to the existing measurement requirements might
be necessary in order to better serve the needs of users’.
A bank or a supplier, for example, want to assess whether the entity’s …nancial position is strong enough to justify the risk of lending money or of supplying goods. The typical small and medium-sized entity has relatively few
non-manager shareholders compared to listed entities, and those shareholders’
investments tend to be for a far longer term. As a result, measurement based
on market values have less relevance to users of SME …nancial statements when
applied to assets which the entity does not have the ability to realize or to liabilities that the entity cannot transfer. Finally, there is a great interest amongst
users of SME …nancial statements on the entity’s ability to generate positive
cash-‡ows in the short and medium-term to meet liabilities as they fall due.
3.2.3

THE MODIFICATIONS OF FULL IFRS

Users of SME …nancial statements might be less sophisticated than users of the
listed entity …nancial statements, because the users tend generally not to include
capital market analysts, the credit-rating agencies, or employee representative
groups (such as Unions). As a result, SME …nancial statements need to be
easily understandable and every unnecessary complexity or variety in accounting
treatments must be eliminated.
Therefore in EFRAG point of view, an accounting standard is simple if it is
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easy to understand and simple to implement. Accounting requirements should
vary only where there are substantial di¤erences to capture. e.g. there is no
need to have several di¤erent de…nitions of cost, or di¤erent ways of applying
the revaluation model.
The IASB, of course, had put forward in its ED some simpli…cations in the
recognition and measurement. However EFRAG believed that further simpli…cations could be made, while remaining consistent with the IFRS conceptual
framework. These simpli…cations included, inter alia:
1. reinstating the amortisation of goodwill and other intangible assets,
2. promulgating only one cost model and one revaluation model for non…nancial assets,
3. eliminating the reference to the name “fair value”,
4. and eliminating the recognition of equity settled share-based payments.
In EFRAG’s view, simpli…cations on …nancial assets and liabilities were inadequate and resulted in requirements, which were still quite di¢ cult to understand,
and to implement. Therefore, even if EFRAG agreed with the development of
an IFRS for not publicly-accountable entities, the content of the standard was
not yet satisfactory, if one considers the European economic pattern, made of
small and micro enterprises needing to avoid accounting burdens. Even in this
case, the missing concern was still the analysis of the users’needs.
3.2.4

A COMPATIBILITY ANALYSIS OF IFRS FOR SMES AND
THE EU ACCOUNTING DIRECTIVES

EFRAG has also performed compatibility analysis of IFRS for SMEs and the EU
Accounting Directives in May 2010 to identify the IFRS for SMEs treatments
not permitted by Directives. Here are the inconsistencies found by EFRAG (A
Letter to European Commission - EC), listed below:
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1. The prohibition to present or describe any items of income and expense
as “extraordinary items”in the statement of comprehensive income (or in
the income statement, if presented) or in the note.
2. The requirement to measure …nancial instruments within the scope of
section 12 of the IFRS for SMEs (non-basic …nancial instruments) at fair
value (IFRS for SMEs par. 12.7 and 12.8). (Par. 11.2 of the IFRS for
SMEs includes an option for entities to choose to apply the recognition
and measurement provisions of IAS 39 Financial Instruments: Recognition
and Measurement. As the option does not refer to a speci…c version of
IAS 39, EFRAG has not been able to assess whether this option would
be compatible with the EU Accounting Directives or not. Accordingly,
EFRAG has disregarded the option when assessing whether or not the
requirements of the IFRS for SMEs regarding …nancial instruments are
compatible with the EU Accounting Directives or not.)
3. The requirement to presume the useful life of goodwill to be ten years if
an entity is unable to make a reliable estimate of the useful life (IFRS for
SMEs par. 19.23)
4. The requirement to recognize immediately in pro…t or loss any negative
goodwill (IFRS for SMEs par. 19.24)
5. The requirement to present the amount receivable from equity instruments
issued before the entity receives the cash or other resources, as an o¤set
to equity and not as an asset (IFRS for SMEs par. 22.7(a))
6. The prohibition to reverse an impairment loss recognized for goodwill
(IFRS for SMEs par. 27.28).
According to the research performed by the EC (EC Summary Report: of the
responses received to the Commission’s Consultation on IFRS for SMEs, 2010),
13 member states (Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Greece, Spain,
Ireland, Malta, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Sweden, United Kingdom) …nd
the IFRS for SMEs feasible for application, while 9 member states (Austria,
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Belgium, Bulgaria, Germany, Finland, France, Italy, Slovakia, Slovenia) don’t
consider them applicable in …nancial reporting of their SMEs.
Among the European Accounting Association Financial Reporting Standards
Committee - EAA FRSC’s comments (Evans, L., 2010), the following question listed is very important, not only for developing, but also for transitional
economies: “If the IFRS for SMEs is of greatest relevance to developing economies,
are these economies’needs and circumstances considered?” Some comparisons
between IFRS for SMEs and CFRS (Croatian Financial Reporting Standards)
are presented in the next chapter.

4

ACCOUNTING STANDARDS FOR SMES
IN CROATIA

The accounting harmonization in Europe and worldwide has also been re‡ecting
on Croatian SMEs that were obliged to implement international standards for
15 years.

4.1

ACCOUNTING STANDARDS IN CROATIA: FROM
IFRS TO CFRS

In the period 1993-2010, there were three Accounting Acts that regulated the
accounting standards implementation. The Act in force from January 1993
required all the companies to use IAS, independently of their size or quotation.
The Act from 2005 required IFRS to be implemented in listed companies or
those preparing to go public and in large enterprises, while SMEs could choose
between full IFRS or the standards adopted by Croatian Financial Reporting
Standards Board (CFRSB)1 .
Still, de facto implementation of IFRS/IASs was poor due to the overburden of
non-public interest companies, also to the weak enforcement mechanism, late
1 An

expert body established in March 2006, appointed by the Government to translate,
interpret, approve and publish IFRSs.
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and improper IASs translations. According to the empirical analysis of accounting standards implementation in Croatian SMEs (Baldarelli, M.G., Demartini,
P., Mošnja-Škare, L., 2007: 137-141), in 44% of cases, …nancial statements in
accordance with the regulation in that period, were not considered to meet the
users’needs; in 30% of cases accounting was considered just like the mandatory
burden; in 22% of cases the …nancial statements and accounting information
were considered as too complex to be understandable and user-friendly.
Searching for the solution, there were four options considered for Croatian SMEs
(Tadijanµcević, S., 2006, p. 25):
1. reconciliation of IASs 2000 published in the O¢ cial Gazette with IV. and
VII. European Directives (ED),
2. direct implementation of IV. and VII. ED,
3. IFRS implementation for all entities independently of their size and public
interest,
4. CFRS introduction.
The latest Act, in force from January 2008 has introduced CFRS. All listed
companies and those preparing to go public as well as large enterprises are required to use IFRS, while CFRS are required for all other enterprises. Large
enterprises are those that meet two of the three criteria: total assets higher
than HRK (hrvatska kuna) 130 million, revenues higher than HRK 260 million,
employing more than 250 employees. All …nancial institutions and other companies as required by …nancial sector supervisory authorities are considered as
large enterprises.

4.2

CROATIAN FINANCIAL REPORTING STANDARDS

CFRS were approved by CFRSB on February 28, 2008. They are founded on
Croatian accounting practices, and are in line with 4th and 7th ED and IFRS.
Founding the CFRS on IFRS is explained by …fteen-year experiences of Croatian
entities in IASs implementation, consolidation needs, income tax purposes and
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by the possibility of easier transfer to full IFRS. Alignment with EDs is necessary
considering Croatian mission to enter the EU.
CFRS are simpler and shorter then IFRS, intended to follow the needs of SMEs.
They consist of:
1. the Framework for the CFRS application that covers: approach, basic
assumptions and principles, accounting categories de…nition, measurement
and recognition of …nancial reports’items, CFRS list, …rst adoption and
the date of introduction.
2. CFRS 1-17 with introduction, de…nition, contents, recognition, measurement, derecognition and disclosures for every standard, and Glossary in
addition. (Gulin, D., ed., 2008, p. 1-3).

4.2.1

CFRS AND IFRS FOR SMES

IFRS for SMEs developments will re‡ect to CFRS since both sets of standards
are intended for the same group of enterprises (Gulin, D., ed., 2008, p.4). National regulators will compare the solutions o¤ered by both sets, having in mind
that many Croatian SMEs participate in foreign trade, or have credit arrangements with foreign lenders where comparable …nancial reports are needed. SMEs
participate with 40% in Croatian exports, employing 65% of employees, making
44% of GDP and presenting 99% of the total number of registered enterprises
(According to Croatian Employers’Association –SMEs Association, 2008).
CFRS are shorter (17 standards / CFRS – 35 sections / IFRS for SMEs) and
they are structured following the balance sheet items, while sometimes there
is more than one IFRS for SMEs treating particular item. IFRS for SMEs
comprise separate sections for e.g. each …nancial report separately, for investments in subsidiaries, joint ventures, business combinations, leases, provisions
and contingencies, government grants, borrowing costs, share-based payment,
impairments, employee bene…ts, income tax, related party disclosures, hyperin‡ation, foreign currency translation. These topics are either imbedded in other
standards, either exempted from CFRS.
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Both set of standards cover the whole set of …nancial reports: balance sheet,
income statement, cash ‡ows statement, statement of changes in equity and
notes (CFRS); statement of …nancial position, statement of comprehensive income and income statement, statement of changes in equity and statement of
comprehensive income and retained earnings, statement of cash ‡ows, notes to
the …nancial statements (IFRS for SMEs). Croatian Accounting Act doesn’t
require small enterprises to prepare the cash ‡ows statement and statement of
changes in equity, but other reports are of the same structure and contents as
for medium and large enterprises. Both sets of standards allow direct or indirect
method for cash ‡ows statement. Income statement is founded on the total costs
method; expenses are presented by nature according to CFRS and by nature or
function according to IFRS for SMEs. Other-extraordinary items take part in
the income statement under CFRS.
CFRS allow the revaluation for measurement after initial recognition of tangible
and intangible assets, capitalization of interests and development expenses, what
is not allowed under IFRS for SMEs.
4.2.2

CFRS IMPLEMENTATION: SOME EMPIRICAL OBSERVATIONS

After describing the way towards CFRS, we are going to catch some re‡ections
their introduction had in the real practice. Without the intention to derive
representative conclusions for the whole Croatian economy, what would require
broader systematic research and larger sample, we present some empirical observations based on the research before and after CFRS introduction.
According to the empirical research (Klikovac, A., 2006), 59% of the examined
Croatian SMEs found that CFRS should be introduced, 69% of them considered
IFRS for SMEs to be suitable once they would be published (this research was
performed 3 years before the IFRS for SMEs were launched). They explained
such attitude by the fact that they already had some experiences with IAS
implementation, they also considered IFRS for SMEs could be feasible to their
needs, allowing easier transfer to full IFRS as the business grew, and …nally,
due to harmonization reasons, they thought IFRS for SMEs would be widely
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adopted instead of national standards.
We have contacted Croatian SMEs’accountants (operating in a wide range of
industries: furniture industry, commerce, wood joinery, press industry, textile,
metal industry, accounting and auditing services, construction industry, technical services, graphic industry, consulting, health care) during 2009, asking them
to answer a short questionnaire on CFRS application after the …rst experiences
in their implementation. The results2 derived from the research in progress are
presented below.
TABLE 2 Sample description
SIZE

listed

number of employees

interviewee education

accounting standards
implementation

SMALL
MEDIUM
14
6
70%
30%
Yes
No
1
19
5%
95%
<10
10-50
51-250
>250
5
8
5
2
25%
40%
25%
10%
Certified
V.-VI.
VII. degree
accountant
degree
8
7
40%
5
35%
25%
CFRS
IFRS
19
1
95%
5%

Note: V. degree=high school, VI. degree=two years of university education,
VII. degree=four years of university education
Source: author’s calculation.
2 The

results were presented at the International Conference: The Accounting Standards
for SMEs in Europe, University of Bologna, Faculty of Economics, Rimini, October 8th 2010.
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TABLE 3 Standards set preferences
We prefer to continue implementing IFRS instead of national standards (CFRS)
IFRS for SMEs should be implemented instead of national standards (CFRS)
We find CFRS more feasible to apply than IFRS
We find CFRS are not in accordance with our expectations and needs and further
upgrading is needed

5
28%
2
11%
5
28%
6
33%

Source: author’s calculation
Similarly to Klikovac’s research, there were 61% of examinees voting for
CFRS, but 33% of the examinees found them in disaccordance with their needs
implicating the need for further upgrading. There was a low share of those
voting for IFRS for SMEs comparing to Klikovac’s research, probably because
her research was performed before, while this research was performed after the
CFRS and IFRS for SMEs were introduced. Once Croatia has introduced CFRS
in 2008, it would be costly to replace them by another standards set and the
examinees were better acquainted with CFRS than with IFRS for SMEs. The
association between the standards set preference and the enterprise’s size (small
versus medium) as well as the enterprise’s number of employees, was not statistically signi…cant. Neither of the examinees with V. or VI. education degree
voted for IFRS or IFRS for SMEs. Certi…ed accountants and the ones with VII.
degree were obviously better acquainted with international standards.
Most of the examinees found the educational support in CFRS implementation
to be well established, but 30% of examinees still didn’t …nd it helpful enough.
Also, most of them contact advisors in accounting associations when some problems in CFRS implementation are encountered, pointing out the crucial role of
accounting associations in the accounting developments in Croatia.
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TABLE 4 Consulting for CFRS implementation problems solving
other accountants - colleagues
private consultants
accounting associations’consultants
auditors
academic institutions
other (brief courses, Internet, trade
journals, etc.)

10
50%
6
30%
12
60%
8
40%
0
0%
2
10%

Note: examinees could select multiple answers.
Source: author’s calculation.
Looking for IFRS as needed in addition to the topics covered by CFRS,
79% of examinees didn’t need any additional IFRS, while 21% of the examinees
would need some IFRS like IAS 34, IAS 19. CFRS were mostly considered to
be su¢ cient enough, not requiring to be broadened by additional IFRS. The
relations between the need for the additional IFRS/IAS and the standards set
preference, as well as the enterprise’s size and the examinees’ education were
not proven to be statistically signi…cant.
On the other hand, CFRS that were not implemented by examinees were as
follows: CFRS 2 (not implemented by 6, 32% examinees), CFRS 4 (2, 11%),
CFRS 7 (3, 16%), CFRS 8 (2, 11%), CFRS 9 (2, 11% ), CFRS 17 (15, 79%).
TABLE 5 CFRS implementation and the standards set preference
STANDARDS SET
PREFERENCE
IFRS

ALL CFRS NEEDED

IFRS for SMEs
CFRS
CFRS under expectations,
further upgrading needed

0
0%
2
11%
2
11%
1
5%

SOME CFRS MARKED AS
OUT OF NEED
5
28%
0
0%
3
17%
5
28%

Source: author’s calculation.
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Some CFRS were marked as out of need mostly by the examinees whose expectations were not met by current set of CFRS and by the ones voted for IFRS.
This relation is statistically signi…cant (Fisher’s exact test, p=0.0474). The enterprise’s size, number of employees, examinees’education level were not of the
statistically signi…cant in‡uence.
The presented results con…rmed that CFRS were accepted by all not-listed Croatian SMEs examined, but their preferences regarding the standards set feasible
to their needs were still di¤erent. Still 33% of the examinees found CFRS didn’t
meet their needs.
Accounting harmonization has been progressing, also among EU countries and
EU harmonization ‡ows are necessary to be followed considering Croatian mission to enter the EU. CFRS will be improving, following the changes at European and global level. In case EU introduces IFRS for SMEs as obligatory for
member States, that will probably bring towards replacing CFRS by IFRS for
µ
SMEs (Zager,
K., Smrekar, N., 2010, p.38).
On the other hand, Croatian experiences present an interesting developmental path considering current trends in EU and wider towards global standards
adoption.
In order to achieve harmonization goals, as well as for the SMEs, it is advisable to
follow the words of John Hegarty, (World Bank, ROSC, 2005): “to make explicit
the implicit assumptions on legal, institutional and political preconditions that
form the basis of international standards.” Some suggestions in that direction,
upon future research on IFRS for SMEs are provided.

5

SOME SUGGESTIONS AND BASIC REMARKS
ON FUTURE IFRS FOR SMES DEVELOPMENTS

Some articles tried to explain why IFRS for SMEs didn’t have so success as
expected (Di Pietra et al., 2008). Considering one of the main reasons only the
contingent situation and plaintive not so much empirical research results about
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SMEs.
We want to suggest some future dimensions and challenges about accounting
harmonization for SMEs and how IFRS can contribute to this process. We base
our analysis on the idea that SMEs are directly deeply involved in a world in
profound transformation. We will examine some dimensions that in our opinion
must be considered and then we’ll try to suggest some re‡ections about IFRS
for SMEs.
The …rst dimension is about anthropological factors that are at the base of EU
entity values and accounting results too. The second is about the SMEs attitude
to create and above all to consolidate formal and informal relationships and
networks to survive in a global competitive world. Then it comes the creation
of relational capital that must be considered as an important part of SMEs
values and results and how to develop and to measure it.
About culture, according to the researchers, there are institutional, environmental, market and taxation di¤erences (Hofstede, 1980; Nobes, 1992; Belkaoui,
1985; Gray, 1988; Baldarelli, M.G., Demartini, P., Mošnja-Škare, L., 2007:35),
although it should not be forgotten that Europe had a cultural phenomenon.
This cultural phenomenon is profoundly rooted in its already present values.
These values contributed in a large way to the formation of the basic underground that form Humus indestructible, on which one can count on even for the
harmonization concerning SMEs (Di Pietra and Landi, 2007).
The tendency is for an increasing importance of the IFRS, followed by an approach of IFRS towards US-GAAP with a comprehensible consequence for European companies.
This will create di¢ culty where the …nancial statement needs to be written with
respect to the law, where the information system is directly and exclusively for
investors, con‡icting with a tradition that especially favors owners and creditors.
So we see that the establishment of national board that are be able to harmonize
IFRS and national culture can solve this problem especially for SMEs that
require more transparency and simplicity.
The second important point is that SMEs are often an integral part of a network
and so must consider stakeholders network needs, that we may de…ne “internal”
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that have requirements questions about adequate economic and …nancial results
knowledge (Lorenzoni, 1992; Lohrke, Kreiser, Weaver, 2006).
Intra-company3 relations have evolved through time becoming almost exclusively instrumental to the economic bene…ts and to the reaching of maximum
pro…t for involved pro…t-making companies.
Besides, the word that often comes back to us in one of the most enlightening
writings on the subject of business aggregates is that of “correlation”and interdependence (Riparbelli, 1962; Rener, Arino, Mellewight, 2006), especially this
latter word seems to characterise our times and prepare us for the future.
Indeed, interdependence for pro…t-making companies may not only be intended
as speci…city, which concerns economic convenience, but also that “social” one.
Thus the pervasive importance of SMEs taking part in networks let us to re‡ect
about their economic role strictly accompanied by their social and environmental
one. In the latest case we must underline enterprise behaviour in the respect
of several national and foreign stakeholders (Freeman, 1984, Matacena, 1984).
From that derives that modern enterprise is de…ned by same scholars as “global”
and by others “social”, or “responsible” too. This type of enterprise must have
some qualities that in the past weren’t required. One of that is to reply to
numerous stakeholders’requirements, stakeholders that have their international
nature.
Finally, recent economic trend to underline relational goods needs (Gui, Sugden,
2005) in …nding in SMEs major availability to develop them, because, especially
in this period of crisis, without them it’s impossible to survive in the long period. Only if SMEs have cooperation propensity and activating relational goods,
they can survive and continue to produce. Relational goods are recognized as
relational capital that is one of the most important intangible assets (Lev, 2003).
Regarding the context described above, what are the answers that may derive
to improve IFRS for SMEs?
3 Corporate relations are fundamental in this sense: “Company life is essentially one of
“relationships”. . . If company life is essentially one of relationships, there is no-one who does
not see the high scienti…c and practical utility of investigations on the relationships which are
established between companies themselves and between companies and the external economic
environment where they work” (Riparbelli, 1962, p.5).
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By the normative point of view …nancial statement has to be oriented to communicate information exclusively to “a wider range of economic decision making
users”. So the message taken by SMEs accounting harmonization process is
globally oriented to investors and in any case to economic decision makers, even
if, as we will see onward, we include in this …eld more important elements,
such as the interim reporting and environmental and social integrative accounting and reporting (Gray, Owen, Adams, 2000). This wonder us about SMEs’
needs, where …nancial statement information system is already complicated by
tributary low and leave less space to other integrations.
In conclusion, accounting harmonization is a very important occasion combined
to the globalization process but IASB is far from considering all di¤erent important …elds that we described above.
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